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TWIST OF LEMMON
 SIMPLIFIED PRODUCTION RIDER

Chris Lemmon: cbl@mac.com - 860.657.5771

PIANO: 

1) Chris uses a grand or baby grand piano only - tuned and in good 
condition. It should be of appropriate size and amplification to fill the 
venue, and the top and music desk covered in duvetyn to reduce glare.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

1) PIANO POSITION:The piano should be placed mid-stage center with 
the keyboard on the center line. Chris uses an adjustable artists piano 
bench only. This bench is used physically throughout the show as a prop 
and needs to be sturdy, squeak-free, and in good condition.  

2) FURNITURE AND ART: Chris uses an armless seating chair as a prop 
throughout the show. It must be light, but sturdy, and match the set. 
There are four large posters that should be hung or placed on easels. 

3) SOUND: Chris uses an Audix wireless microphone to amplify his voice, 
which he will supply. And an iPhone containing ambience music to be 
played during house-open/seating - he will supply cables. A sound man 
is necessary to supply and/or run the venue’s sound board. 

4) PROJECTION: Chris will supply a slide show. It is run from an Apple 
computer, using the Keynote application. It necessitates the house 
provide a projector and screen. Chris will supply the computer, and 
(preferably HDMI) cables for connecting to the projector. The screen 
should be placed behind and above the piano. The slideshow  
necessitates a technician to manually advance the slides during the 
show. But this can easily be handled by the lighting or sound technician. 

5) LIGHTING: The show will play well with simple splash lighting. However, 
this is a story from the golden age of Hollywood, so any lighting 
elements that enhance that theme will augment the production value of 
the show. A dark, smoky stage, with simple pool lighting in key spots will 
be a major addition, and will take very little time to set up. These spots 
can be left up for the entire show, or a ‘lighting cues’ script is also 
available for illuminating individual spots at the appropriate time: 
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Lighting Chart: 

 
Set: 
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